
GEOFF HORNBY

Coast to Coast in Arabia

A fter four years of rock climbing and exploration along the spine of the
limestone mountains of Oman, I had a growing collection of new

routes but a diminishing return in terms of a sense of adventure and
achievement. As a student of the life of one of the greatest travel writers
ever, Sir Wilfred Thesiger, I became increasingly interested in his camel
traverses of the Empty Quarter and his journeys below the mountains of
the Western Hajar.

Thesiger was able to throw his dice just before the game became
automated and he has written movingly about the demise of the nomadic
life of the Omani bedu. To travel once-classic routes by jeep, Thesiger
regarded as a mere stunt. He despised the world of GPSs, satellite phones
and rescue helicopters as having diminished the commitment required for
long distance desert travel. It is very difficult to construct an opposing
argument. I desperately wanted to experience Thesiger's world, however
tenuously; to climb and travel, and better understand the Omani people.

Mike Searle provided the spark. Dining with Thesiger at the RGS,
following a lecture on the geology of Oman, Mike was told by Sir Wilfred
that one of his only regrets in life was 'failing to reach the summits of the
Western Hajar mountains'. On several occasions Thesiger had been turned
away from near the base of the mountains by the local sheikhs and imams.
He had been chased, ambushed and forced to hide in wadi beds to avoid
what could well have been a fatal encounter with the tribesmen of Ibri,
Niswa and Birk al Mauz.

Thesiger's Oman has changed beyond recognition in the last 50 years.
Where once he crossed arid gravel plains there are now black top roads. In
fact the only two areas of the country that he knew that have not been
sanitised are the sand desert of the Wahiba and the dolomitic mountains of
the Western Hajar.

Our plan was to complete Thesiger's dream from the interior side of the
range. Given our rock climbing skills and experience in these mountains, I
thought we could traverse the entire central section of the range via a
succession of new routes. If we added to that Thesiger's camel traverse of
the Wahiba Sands and a bike traverse to connect the sands to the mountains
(modern camels don't cross gravel plains under load) then we could travel
from coast to coast under our own steam.

Standing outside Thesiger's home in Coulsden I felt quite nervous at the
prospect of meeting the great man. We were on time but he had been
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waiting for over an hour. He received few visitors and anyone who knew
the wild places of Oman was always going to be welcome. We walked
slowly to the Golf Club and lunched at a quiet table in the corner. The
menu was irrelevant; whatever I ordered was good for him as well. His face
was leathery and tired but his eyes were amazingly clear. It felt as if he
could see right through you.

Despite his frailty, he could not hide his enthusiasm for our venture. There
was no doubt that our camel trip and bike ride were going to be exactly the
type of stunt he disapproved of, but our climbing traverse of the mountains
via new routes would be, in his words, in 'one of the last environments
where human endeavour cannot be replaced with technology'.

Boxed in by 28-day tourist visas, our trip was going to be little more than
a headlong rush across country. Starting out in Muscat, our stack of climb
ing gear, food and bikes was strapped onto a jeep and we met our driver
Masood for the first time. His experience of tourists consisted of driving
slowly around the country with the air-conditioning on, trying to entertain
his passengers between meals. He had never met four scruffs with attitude



57. The team for the Oman traverse. Left to right: driver Masood, Mark Turnbull,
Geoff Hornby, Dave Wallis, Susie Sammut. (Mark Turnbull)

58. The bedu meet a stranger on foot in the Wahiba Sands and exchange news.
(Geoff Hornby)



59. Geoff Hornby leading a new route on the north face of Torre Hibshe.
(Mark Turnbu/l)
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before and was to spend most of the next month worrying endlessly over
the antics and continuous disappearances of his gang.

The jeep bumped and slewed through the soft sand down the coast from
Sur. We were looking for the tiny coastal fishing village of Qahid where we
had an appointment with the bedu. I had arranged for six camels and two
bedu to guide us through the sands. 'Meet us at two in the afternoon under
the big tree' was the instruction. The entire plan, arranged via a German
friend who lives with the bedu, started to seem somewhat tenuous as we
failed to identify any of the villages and did not see a single tree. Apparently
there is only one tree on the entire coastline for 200km but when we asked
directions, no one seemed to know what we were referring to.

Tension in the team was growing as we turned yet another dune strip
and saw a solitary tree in amongst some fishermen's tin shacks. Rotting
nets and worn boats lay on the beach and sitting in the shade was a small
group of elderly men. We pulled up more in hope than confidence. My
poor Arabic did not seem to impress but eventually a slightly-built bedu
stood up and told me he had been "awaiting our arrival since morning.
Salvation! We introduced ourselves to Mohammed and Nasar whose
company we would be keeping for the next week.

We said goodbye to Masood and the jeep, asking him to meet us with the
bikes a week later, 175km further north. We took a last look at the Indian
Ocean, and started staggering up through the soft sand to [md our camels.
The next seven days were wonderful; long days riding the undulating dunes
and northward-running wadis, linking water wells and sheltering in the
minimal shade through the midday heat. Eating the bedu fodder of rice,
dried shark, dates and fire-baked honey-bread was fantastic.

In the first four days we met only one other person - an old bedu out
searching for a long-lost camel. Mohammed and Nasar kept their distance
before approaching him slowly and with caution, then, after 10 minutes of
sparring, we all squatted down in the sand and the bird-like chatter
commenced. This was exactly the scenario that Thesiger had so often
described - gossip, news, camels and water.

Wild camels would encircle our camp at night having come to inspect
the intruders. The morning dew and fog would quickly burn off and we
would jump up onto the saddles and start the process of grinding our
backsides into weeping and bleeding sores. First 'tape up the butt' was the
preferred option for two of the party, but the foolhardy saw the journey
through without assistance and suffered for their obstinacy. Ideas of only
drinking the same amount of water as the bedu lasted about half a day.

Our slow but steady progress allowed for continuous observation of the
desert floor. Every lizard and snake track, and bird foot imprint was carefully
considered. The slightest change in camel temperament was monitored.
To the bedu this was the coolest time of the year; to us it was an oven. At
midday the bedu lay face down in the sand for a snooze while we searched
for shade.
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Nasar entertained us with a master class in camel riding. Standing free
on the top of a camel, he would turn around to talk with us. I discovered
that Mohammed's saddle was five times more comfortable than ours. He
had made us suffer to see how tough we were. Davie Wallis demonstrated
the subtle art of camel riding by dropping his camel stick, and to avoid
being mocked by the bedu for his carelessness he just ignored the camel for
the rest of the day. Needless to say the camel just followed on regardless.
Losing your camel stick is, apparently, a sign that your wife is cheating on
you. Our last camp overlooked a long wadi running down to the town of
Mintirib. The camp was at the foot of a slope, too steep for riding, so we
staggered down calf-deep in soft sand, pulling the camels behind us. The
beasts were excited; they had plainly enjoyed their trip but now were almost
home. Next day they came into camp at dawn, keen to be up and off. The
morning found us following jeep tracks and passing tented homesteads
with the first traces of barbed-wire fencing. It seemed dull after the pristine
territory of the southern desert.

Close to town, the dunes bore the scars of four-wheel drive vehicles. The
sport of wadi bashing in powerful jeeps is about as far from environmental
sensitivity as you can get. In the entire week I never saw the bedu produce
a single item of packaging waste. Every hessian sack, bag or strip of material
would be reused until it was worn out and then sewn into a camel saddle.

We were all apprehensive about ending this stage of the journey, conscious
of returning to a world of shoes, fast-moving objects and rapid decision
making. I was beginning to understand Thesiger's love of camel trips. We
shook hands with the boys and rewarded our camels with date mulch. As if
by magic, Masood pulled up in the jeep and off-loaded four mountain bikes
for the next stage of the journey. He looked bemused as the crazy gringos
set off down the road in the heat of the day.

The bike journey was a curious mixture of the modern world with roads,
traffic, electricity pylons and petrol stations mixed with the unchanged world
of bedu towns and rough camping in wadis and riverbeds. We cycled for
four days, covering 275km. As the man who made the plan, I guess I bear
the responsibility for picking a route directly into the prevailing wind for
most of each day.

The market town of Sinaw lies on the gravel plain between the Wahiba
Sands and the Empty Quarter and is used by the desert bedu to pick up
supplies of dried shark, tuna and veggies, and to sell their goa!s. They
observed us with narrow-eyed suspicion. Their world was still one of
bandits from the Yemen and endless water management issues while
ours was of discussion as to the relative merits of digital cameras versus
slide film.

We rested up in Wadi Andam, where Thesiger had hidden whilst his
men went into Sinaw for provisions, and then cycled hard into the desert
wind to reach Adam. On our last day on the bikes, a view of the Western
HaJar slowly unfolded, the southern wall of Jabal Kawr and the bulk of



60. Crossing the summits of Jabal Misfah with Jabal Misht in the distance. (GeoJJ Hornby)



61. Geoff Hornby new routing on the west face of Jabal Misfah.
(Hornby collection)
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Jabal Shams appearing from a shimmering haze. I felt a bond with Thesiger
who had watched this same vista unfold as he rode slowly on his camel.
We, however, had ridden hard on our bikes, looking up to measure our
progress against the size of the mountains.

Passing the ancient desert castle of Jibreen, for a while we became an
object of amusement for tourist buses. We passed the point in the foothills
where Thesiger was forced to retreat and eventually camped at M'Seeba,
home to just one family, below the great wall of Jabal Kawr. It was New
Year's Eve and the posse needed to rest. Over the next three days we were
blitzed by high winds and there were rainstorms in the mountains. Jabal
Kawr means the mountain of the waterfalls. Our neighbour the goatherd
said that the previous year he had lost 30 goats in a flash flood down the
gully system we were planning to use for our approach to an unclimbed
pillar on the Rigma buttress of Jabal Kawr.

Time was running away from us and we needed to get on. We were on
the move at dawn with some trepidation. The barrel-shaped buttress looked
too hard to tackle directly so we moved to the east and climbed a spur
leading to a short headwall. We hit the summit ridge after an 800m
approach climb and a 400m D Sup route we named the Umbarak Pillar.
Success was tempered by a fast approaching storm and we bailed off the
back for a long and strenuous descent. Nerves jangled as we tore down
narrow wadis in the failing light, praying that it was not raining further up
the drainage system. Our plan of traversing the summit ridge was ditched
in favour of a northern route around to the oasis of Hibshe.

Kawr is a mammoth mountain, lOkm long and with dozens of outlying
peaks. Hibshe is an ancient palm grove fed by spring water from the eastern
end of the Kawr massif. It lies between Torre Hibshe and Jabal Asait.
Eastwards from the oasis is a succession of rocky peaks between 1700m
and 2000m in height and we traversed them over five days, climbing new
routes wherever possible. Torre Hibshe's north face provided an excellent
water-worn slabby wall for Assilla (3S0m, TD inf). The crux was a seriously
run-out slab pitch at about UK Sa. We were hoping that this would be a
first ascent of the face but subsequently found that we had been pipped by
Albert Precht and his Austrian friends.

On Jabal Asait's east face we climbed Shamsa (44Sm, D Sup) to finish
close to the fantastic rock arch on the mountain's north ridge. The descent
dropped us directly into the village of K'Saw and an invitation 10 the
campfire for coffee and dates.

The west face of Jabal Asala, another Kawr outlier, yielded Armina (SOOm,
D Sup), followed by a long and grinding descent to the Sint road. Jabal
Misfah's west face provided a long approach and short-lived but very sharp
difficulties on Salmana (300m, D). A triangular buttress led to a short pillar
and a notch before a slabby finish. From the top of Salmana we traversed
eastwards over the three summits of Misfah before getting lost and having
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to make a difficult abseil descent, in the dark, direct into the small village
below the col with Jabal Shams. I should have known better, having climbed
Misfah before, but my memory was thrown into disarray by the two
communications towers built since my last visit.

Oman is changing fast. Black-top roads are replacing desert tracks and
isolated mountain summits sprout ugly monuments to the god of text
messaging. Every village has electricity and every family aspires to have a
vehicle. Health care has improved dramatically. All the kids go to school.

A casual day in the sun allowed a long walk up the whale-back slabs
approaching the lip of the Nakl canyon. We camped close to the rim and
were treated to a glorious sunset. From this point to the summit of Jabal
Shams (c3000m) the route follows further slabs to reach Wadi Bir Rumayn
then traverses beneath the real summit of Shams to reach Ruweys al Kelb
(the horn of the scabbard), a secondary peak and the only one accessible
due to the presence of military installations on the main summit. Ridicu
lously, the tourist maps attempt to make you believe that you are on the
highest point, but with a quick glance up at the security fencing you know
that someone is looking down on you.

The route is only a strenuous hike, but our planned descent of the north
face of Jabal Shams became the mother of all horror shows. We were unable
to find the scrambling route leading down to the remote village of Wimjah
and instead made the 2000m descent by traversing further west, necessitating
an additional bivouac in an unknown wadi. The biting wind saved us from
dehydration, but our moods were turning ugly. Mid-morning on the third
day of the Shams traverse found us staggering down the road at the interior
entrance to Wadi Abyad. This beautiful wadi consists of interconnecting
water pools in groves of palms and ancient falajs (irrigation channels).

One of the best short walks in Oman, the wadi was a pleasant conclusion
to three days of arduous work. We met up with Masood on the coastal
plain and jumped onto the bikes again for the short cycle to the coast at AI
Sawadi. We cycled slowly down the paved highway, almost resisting the
end of the journey, before throwing the bikes down onto the shingle beach
after 25 days on the move. It was a highly emotional moment. Peculiarly,
we each wandered off in a different direction looking for peace and quiet.
There was no collective sense of achievement. I picked up myoId baseball
cap and read the tacky message on the back, 'The journey is the destination'.
I guess that said it all. -

Unfortunately, Sir Wilfred Thesiger passed away before our trip set out.
It would have been nice to have had lunch again at the Golf Club.

Summary: An account of a continuous traverse of Oman, by camel,
mountain bike and new rock routes, over the Wahiba Sands, the edge of
the Empty Quarter and the mountains of the Western Hajar, by Geoff
Hdrnby, Susie Sammut, Mark Turnbull and David Wallis.
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